
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of _

‘CERTAIN MARINE SONAR IMAGING Inv. 337-TA-926
SYSTEMS, PRODUCTS CONTAINING
THE SAME, AND COMPONENTS _
THEREOF 

ORDER 7: DENYING MOTION TO QUASH (OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE TO
LIMIT) SUBPOENAS SERVED ON COMPLAINANTS’ LITIGATION

" COUNSEL

(December 16, 2014)

On November 7, 2014, non-parties Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto (“Fitzpatrick”),

Douglas Sharrott, Robert H. Fischer and Andrew Kutas (collectively, “Complainants’ litigation

counsel”) move for an Order to quash subpoenas served on them seeking testimony and

documents related to the patents_that are asserted in this Investigation. (Motion No. 926-004.)

Respondents Garmin International, Inc., Gannin North America, Inc., Gannin USA, Inc., and

Garmin Corporation (collectively, “Garmin”) subpoenas to Fitzpatrick seek testimony and

documents, and the subpoenas to Messrs. Sharrott, Fischer and Kutas seek testimony only. (Mot.

at 1, FN1.) On November 17, 2014, Garmin submitted an opposition to the motion.

Background

This Investigation relates to Garmin’s alleged infringement of Complainants Johnson

Outdoors Inc. and Johnson Outdoors Marine Electronics, Inc. (“Complainants” or “Johnson

Outdoors”) U.S. Patent Nos. 7,652,952; 7,710,825; and 7,755,974 (collectively “the asserted
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patents”), which generally relate to side scanning sonars. (Mot. Memo. at 2.) Each of the

asserted patents was previously the subject of patent litigation against third party Navico, Inc.

(“the Navico Lawsuit”) and reexaminations before the U.S. Patent Office requested on behalf of

Navico (“the reexaminations”) by its litigation c0unsel.1 (Id.) Garmin served subpoenas on

Fitzpatrick seeking documents and testimony and on Messrs. Sharrott, Fischer and Kutas seeking

testimony only. Fitzpatrick and the three aforementioned attomeys are also litigation counsel for

Complainants in this Investigation. (Mot. Memo. at 3.) .

Garmin contends that Fitzpatrick obtained material information regarding the

patentability of the asserted patents during their representation of Johnson Outdoors in the

“Alabama Lawsuit”. (Opp. at _6.)Mr. Fischer of Fitzpatrick attended and asked questions at the

third-party deposition of Mr. Gordon Kristensen of Imagenex, a Canadian sonar system

manufacturer and seller, and also obtained documents from Imagenex regarding its prior art

sonar systems. (Opp. at 7; see, e.g., Ex. 1 (Comp. Opp. to SJ Mot. Alabama Lawsuit) at 24, 26,

28, 30, 31; Ex. 2 (Navico SJ Mot. Alabama Lawsuit) at 14-18, 32-57; Ex. 3 (Navico SJ Reply

Alabama Lawsuit) at 13-15, 19-39.) According to Gannin, “[a]s a result of this discovery,

Fitzpatrick learned the dimensions and shape of the transducer component in Imagenex’s prior

art sonar systems.” (Opp. at 7; see Sep. 15, 2015, Garmin’s Conf. Answer, at 38-39, {[1]45-48.)

Garmin asserts that Fitzpatrick cited and addressed Mr. Kristensen’s testimony and documents in

Complainants’ October 11,- 2011 opposition to Navico’s motion for summary judgment of

invalidity, which was signed by Mr; Sharrott. (Opp. at 7; see, e.g., Ex. 1 (Comp. Opp. to SJ

Mot. Alabama Lawsuit) at 24, 26, 28, 30, 31.)

The Navico Lawsuit is Johnson Outdoors Inc., et al. v. Navico, Inc. in the U.S. District Court for the Middle
District of Alabama (2:10-CV-67-WKW-CSC) (“the Alabama Lawsuit”). (Id. at FN2.)
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Before Complainants settled the Alabama Lawsuit, Navico requested reexamination of

the asserted patents on October 17, 2011, based on new prior art references including two

brochures for the Imagenex SportScan product and the Imagenex Model 855 product, which

were the subject of the third-party discovery of Imagenex in the Alabama Lawsuit. (Opp. at 7.)

Navico’s reexamination request asserted that the Imagenex SportScan brochure renders invalid

the asserted patents because it “clearly discloses side scan acoustic elements having the claimed

length and width dimensions” of claim 1. (Opp. at 7; Ex. 4 (Oct. 17, 2011, Request for Ex Parte

Reexamination of the ’952 Patent), at 48.) The Patent Office granted the reexamination request

on November 16, 2011, stating that “side scan acoustic elements having a rectangular shape with

a total length of up to about seven inches and a total width of us (sic) to about 0.5 inches, would

raise a substantial new question of patentability.” (Opp. at 7-8; Ex. 5 (November 16, 2011,

Office Communication), at 9.) The Patent Office then issued a series of office actions rejecting

the claims of the asserted patents as invalid over the prior art, including the Imagenex SportScan

brochure. (Opp. at 8; Ex. 6 (Nov. 13, 2012, ’952 Reexam Non-Final Action), at 3-5; Ex. 7 (Apr.

17, 2013, ’952 Reexam Non-Final Action), at 4-5; Ex. 8 (JLme4, 2012, ’974 Reexam Non-Final

Action), at 5-12; Ex. 9 (Nov. 13, 2012, ’974 Reexam Non-Final Action), at 4-5; Ex. 10 (June

18, 2012, ’825 Reexam Non-Final Action), at 10-11; Ex. 11 (Nov. 13, 2012, ’825 Reexam Non

Final Action), at 7-11.) According to Gannin, “[i]n response to-the Patent Office’s rejections,

Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel repeatedly told the Patent Ofiice that it was impossible to

know the shape and size of the SportScan transducers.” (Opp. at 8.)

Garmin argues that the statements made by Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel

during the reexamination proceedings were false and misrepresented Complainants’ knowledge

and information of the lmagenex prior art, which they were withholding. (Opp at 9; Sep. 15,
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2014, Gan'nin’s Conf. Answer, at 40-57, W 50485.) Additionally, Garmin submits that its

Answer asserts that Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel withheld the deposition transcript of

Mr. Kristensen from the Patent Office even though Johnson Outdoors had the transcript in its

possession and cited to it in its invalidity opposition brief in the Navico Lawsuit. (Opp. at 9;

Sep. 15, 2014, Garmin’s Conf. Answer, at 44, 46, 111]55, 60.)

Discussion _

Fitzpatrick and Complainants’ litigation counsel, in support of its arguments, categorizes

the information sought by Garmin as follows: t

I Category A (Imagenex information): Johnson Outdoors legal counsel’s dealings with
Imagenex and information obtained from Imagenex;

¢ Category B (knowledge of lmagenex sonar systems): Johnson Outdoors legal counsel’s
knowledge and awareness of Imagenex sonar systems and deposition testimony relating
to such sonar systems; and .

0 Category C (legal analyses and decisions): Jolmson Outdoors legal counsel’s analyses,
evaluations, considerations and decisions related to Imagenex, the reexaminations and
this Investigation. V

Fitzpatrick and Complainants’ litigation counsel argue that the topics have minimal, if any,

relevance to the dispute; the information Garmin seeks is protected by attorney-client privilege

and work-product doctrine; and that Garmin may obtain the information by less intrusive means.

Relevance '

Fitzpatrick and Complainants’ litigation counsel (collectively “Fitzpatrick Counsel”)

contend that Garmin’s request for documents and testimony for Johnson Outdoors legal

counsel’s dealings with Imagenex and information obtained from lmagenex (Categ0riestA, B

and C) should be stricken in its entirety. (Mot. Memo. at 4, 12). The information Garmin seeks

has minimal, if any, relevance to this dispute, other than Jolmson Outdoors’ and its Counsel’s

good faith in the conduct of the reexamination proceedings and that that good faith has been
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challenged by Garmin. (Mot. Memo. at 8) However, “Johnson Outdoors should not be forced at

this time to decide whether to acquiesce to Garmin’s demands that it waive the privilege attached

to its counsel’s activities in those reexamination proceedings.” (1d.)

In response, Garmin argues that its subpoenas seek information from Complainants’

Reexamination Counsel that is highly relevant to Garmin’s inequitable conduct defense. (Opp.

at 12; citing 19 C.F.R. § 210.27 (“[A] party may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not

privileged, that is relevant to” any claim or defense of the party seeking discovery); citing also

Certain Authenticqtion Sys., Including Software & Handheld Elec. Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA

697, Order No. 8, at 3 (U.S.I.T.C. Apr. 15, 2010) (“[D]iscoverable matter includes both relevant

material and information that is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

evidence.”).) Specifically, Garmin is entitled to ask Mr. Sharrott about his factual understanding

of the dimensions and size of lmagenex’s SportScan, when he became aware of that information,

how he learned of that information, and the non-privileged reasons he had for not disclosing that

information to the Patent Office during the reexamination proceedings. (Opp. at 13.)

Additionally, the requested infonnation is not only relevant to Garmin’s inequitable conduct

defense, but also Complainants’ assertion that the Asserted Patents “Were reexamined by

numerous experienced USPTO examiners and were found patentable over the asserted prior art.”

(Opp. at 13; quoting Aug. 14, 2014, Amend. C0mp., at 18, 1184.)

The ALJ finds that the information sought by Garmin is undoubtedly relevant to its

inequitable conduct defense in this investigation. Indeed, Fitzpatrick’s main arguments against

relevancy have less to do with actual relevance and focus more on privilege, which the ALJ will

address in the next section. Thus, there is no real dispute as to the relevance of the infonnation

sought by Garmin.
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Attorney-Client Privilege and Attorney Work Product

Fitzpatrick Counsel notes that Commission Rule 210.27(b) prevents a party from

obtaining discovery concerning privileged subject matter. (Mot. Memo. at 9.) Thus, Fitzpatrick

Counsel contends that Garmin seeks testimony and documents concerning litigation counsel’s

mental impressions during the reexamination proceedings (Category C information), which

“would necessarily reflect attorney client communications and would be attorney work product.”

(1d.) As such, “[u]nless Johnson Outdoors waives privilege by asserting a good faith defense,

Garmin will leam little, if any, infonnation about the reexamination through Con1plainant’s

litigation counsel without running afoul of the attorney client privilege or the work-product

doctrine.” (Id.) Additionally, Fitzpatrick Counsel contends that the vast majority of documents

(in excess of 1,000) would likely be privileged and the burden associated with reviewing these

documents and creating a privilege log would far outweigh the likelihood of Garmin obtaining

any usefill information. (Id. at 9-l0.)

l In response, Gannin submits that “even if some of the requested infonnation is

privileged, Gannin is entitled to discovery regarding the facts surrounding how, when, and to

what extent Messrs. Sharrott, Fischer, and Kutas had knowledge of certain Imagenex

information.” (Opp. at 14.) As an example, Garmin points out that “the dates on which

Fitzpatrick Cella became aware of Imagenex information is relevant and not privileged, as well

as the circumstances surrounding such awareness or knowledge”. Additionally, Garmin

contends that “the fact that some of the requested information in Category C is privileged does

not excuse Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel from having to provide discovery regarding

responsive and non-privileged information.” (Opp. at 14.) Garmin also argues that Fitzpatrick is

a large national law finn with more than 150 attorneys with 13 attorneys entered under the
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Protective Order and, therefore, Fitzpatrick is capable of reviewing 1000 documents without

undue hardship. (Opp. at 17.) ‘

The ALJ finds that any alleged privilege»also does not preclude Garmin from seeking

relevant, non-privileged information. Both Complainants’ and Respondents’ counsel are

experienced attorneys that are fully capable of proceeding with this line of discovery without

compromising any privilege. As for Fitzpatrick Counsel’s assertion that it should not be forced

into deciding whether to waive privilege at this juncture, the ALJ finds that its client’s hand is

not being forced at an unreasonably early date ~ indeed, as of the date of this order fact discovery

has closed and Johnson Outdoors should know at this juncture whether it will_assert a good faith

defense, regardless of Garmin’s responses to contention interrogatories.

As for any undue hardship, the ALJ finds that a review of 1000 documents by a law firm

such as Fitzpatrick Cella would not be overly burdensome.

Information Available from Imagenex, the Navico Lawsuit and the Reexamination
Record '

Fitzpatrick Counsel submits that “Category A of Garmin’s subpoenas seeks ‘Your

dealings with Imagenex, the information You obtained from lmagenex, and the documents You

obtained from Imagenex, including without limitation all documents and things that Imagenex

produced in the Alabama litigation?” (Mot. Memo. at 10.) Fitzpatrick Counsel argues that

Garmin has already sought this information from others, including from Imagenex and Navico.

(Id. at 10-11; citing Exhibit 12 (Letters Rogatory to the Supreme Court of British Columbia);

Exhibit 13 (Garmin’s cross-motion to compel Navico in Inv. N0. 337-TA-921).) Thus,

Fitzpatrick Counsel contends that “there is no need for Gannin to obtain this information from

Complainants’ litigation counsel.” (Id. at 11;) ' ‘
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Fitzpatrick Counsel also submits that Category B of Garmin’s subpoenas seeks

Complainant litigation counsel’s knowledge and awareness of lmagenex systems and the

confidential Imagenex deposition testimony relating to such systems. (Mot. Memo. at 11.)

Fitzpatrick Counsel argues that the public records of the Navico Lawsuit and reexaminations

make clear that Imagenex documents were produced and that a deposition took place; as such,

Garmin should seek a less intrusive method of obtaining the information, such as through written

questions. (Id.) .

In response, Garmin contends that just because the requested information is available

from other third-parties does not obviate the need for Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel to

provide it. (Opp. at 16.) Additionally, Garmin submits that highly relevant inequitable conduct

information is possessed by Complainants’ Reexamination Counsel in view of the reexamination

proceedings and that Garmin is entitled to discover such information. For example, the date that

Mr. Fischer and others at Fitzpatrick Cella leamed of the dimensions and size of the Imagenex

SportScan transducer, including at the deposition of Mr. Kristensen, and whether such

information was communicated to Johnson Outdoors or others at Fitzpatrick Cella. (Opp. at 16.)

The ALJ finds Fitzpatrick’s contention that the aforementioned information sought by

Garmin may be obtained from others to be unpersuasive. Indeed, there is information uniquely

in the hands of Johnson Outdoo_r’s reexamination counsel that is not available from other

sources, e.g., Fitzpatrick’s knowledge of the dimensions and size of the Imagenex SportScan

transducer and whether such information was communicated to Johnson Outdoors or others at

Fitzpatrick Cella. The ALJ further notes that Fitzpatrick Counsel cannot hide behind the cloak of

privilege from being Johnson Outdoors’ litigation counsel —_the risk of having one’s

prosecution/reexamination counsel and litigation counsel be one in the same is a risk that
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Johnson Outdoors and Fitzpatrick Counsel willingly accepted in filing the instant investigation.

aaiPharma, Inc. v. Kremers Urban Development C0., 361 F.Supp.2d 770, 775 (N.D. _Ill.)

(“lndeed, it would be unfair to accused patent infringers if patentees could shield potentially

harmful discovery related to their knowledge of prior art merely by using their prosecution

counsel, or patentability opinion counsel, as trial cou.nsel.”)

For the aforementioned reasons, the ALJ DENIES Motion No. 926-004.2

SO ORDERED.

7*’ ‘Theodore R. Essex’
Administrative Law Judge

2The ALJ is aware thatfact discovery ended on Friday, December 12, 2014. In light of this order, Gannin shall
move to conduct additional discovery out of time once deposition dates and production dates have been finalized
with Fitzpatrick.
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